good time.” (Page 193)

Four o'clock – earlier sometimes, never later – was considered a

were consistent: if they went to bed early, they also got up early.

o'clock was late enough. But the German farmer and his household

in the spring, summer, and early autumn. Half-past eight or nine

Germans more helpful and prominent than in the founding and

was against them for many years; but they went ahead, with a

Persistent energy and willingness, in the things they knew.” (Page

The family would usually retire very early in the evening, especially

(Primo Keisell's Town).

In no phase of the early development of the country were the

Their lack of familiarity with the English language and manners

Little Pearls from the Books

We will stay in the U.S. for one more place to visit – the Center

Friedrich der Grosse: “Wer alles defendieren will, defendieret gar

What is this German word? Dust off that German dictionary

Be aware of Farm Names in the records – The man would

Stephensburg, Strasburg (first called Staufferstadt), Woodstock

Among your first stops as a genealogist or historian would be

Lutheran Immigration history. Explore the state-of-the-art-

You don't want to miss this next year. If you are still in the

Bob H. did not disappoint us! He brought his famous guitar and

What’s Happening?

Thank you. Danke schön.